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This paper proposes a new method of likelihood-free parameter inference. The traditional

ABC approach is to sample a “reference table” of prior parameter draws and correspond-

ing simulated data (or summary statistics of it). The closest simulated data sets to the

observations are found, and the corresponding parameters returned, possibly after some “re-

gression correction” post-processing. This can be viewed as a nearest neighbours method of

regression. However this is subject to curse of dimensionality problems.

The paper instead proposes using random forest regression. This gives a straightforward

approach of producing a point estimate a single quantity of interest. The authors also propose

and compare three methods of producing an estimate of the posterior variance, concluding

with a definitive recommendation of one method. The random forest approach has some nice

features in comparison to ABC - avoiding the ✏ tuning parameter, and reducing the need

for summary statistic selection. Extensive computer simulations show also that the new

approach is generally at least as accurate as ABC plus regression correction (with neural

network corrections sometimes being competitive). A genetics example shows the method

can be used on a substantial application. The method is available as an R package which

helps reproducibility.

I think this paper presents an appealing new method and is practically acceptable for
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publication as it is. I only suggest some minor revisions. The “major comments” below are

suggestions for extra topics to discuss in the paper. The “minor comments” are points I

thought were presented unclearly and should be changed. I don’t anticipate any of these

requiring substantial changes to the paper. Finally I also list a few possible typos.

1 Major comments

1. I suggest a discussion of Papamakarios and Murray (2016). This recent method also

performs ABC-like inference using a machine learning regression method – neural net-

works – in place of nearest neighbours. It would be interesting to discuss, at least

briefly, the relative pros and cons of random forests and neural networks in this setting.

Two potential advantage of neural networks are that they can produce an approxima-

tion of a multivariate posterior, and that they can, in theory, work with raw data

without requiring features to be proposed. (Although this seems hard to implement in

the genetics application.)

2. I’d like to see some discussion of the time required to fit the random forests compared

to ABC regression-adjustment methods.

3. Section 3.3 discusses two tuning choices: number of simulations and number of trees.

Another choice is the minimum leaf size - do you have any comments on how this

might a↵ect the method? One might think this in some sense controls the level of

approximation.

4. The paper focuses on approximating univariate posteriors. Is there any prospect of

achieving multivariate posteriors – e.g. using multiple objective random forests (Kocev

et al., 2007)?

5. The paper nicely illustrates that the random forest posterior variance estimates tend

to be biased upwards. I wonder if this is due to the random selection of features
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for decision trees. That is, some trees will select less informative features and so

produce estimates biased towards the prior. There might be some scope to avoid this

using alternatives to random feature selection e.g. Bayesian additive regression trees, or

boosted regression trees. This could be worth discussing (I’ll leave this to the discretion

of the authors.)

2 Minor comments

1. Section 2.3.4: “This representation remains valid since the weights are equal to zero

when ⌘(y) 6= ⌘(y(t)) in the limiting case of exact ABC, namely when only accepting

parameter values for which the summary statistics of simulated data are identical to

the summary statistics of the observed data.”

I didn’t understand this sentence - can you elaborate? In particular:

• What does “valid” refer to? (consistency as N ! 1?)

• What’s the relevance of exact ABC to the random forest method?

2. In Section 3, could you briefly mention the definition of normalised mean absolute

error. I’m not completely sure what normalisation would be used.

3. In Section 3.2 you describe the demographic model. I suggest briefly mentioning the

genetic model as well.

4. Section 4. “The performances for covariance approximation are quite encouraging as

well. . . ”. I suggest emphasising that all the details of this are in the supplementary

material.

5. Pg 18 - “quantile estimation is not uniformly optimal”. Does this mean that regression

correction is sometimes better? Which table/figure is this referring to?
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6. Supplementary material pg 1: I didn’t understand how “method 2” would work. I

suggest adding a brief description of it.

7. Supplementary material pg 4: “maximum node size equal to 10”. I think this should

say “minimum node size”. Also on page 7 of the main paper minimum node size was

5 – why change to 10 here?

8. Supplementary material pg 4: Is multivariate ABC regression correction used here, or

is a single scalar parameter targeted as for the random forest approach?

3 Typos etc

1. There are some backward quotation marks in the text e.g. ”. . . ”.

2. Pg 2 - “a mean to deliver” ! “a means to deliver”?

3. Pg 3 - “the simulations y(t)’s” ! “the simulated y(t)’s”?

4. Pg 3 - There are some references to “Fearnhead and Prangle 2015” which I think should

say “Li and Fearnhead 2015”.

5. Pg 4 - “it does not request” ! “it does not require”?

6. Pg 11 - “deducted” ! “deduced”.

7. Pg 18 - “Using simulated reference table” ! “Using a simulated reference table”.

8. Pg 1 (supplementary): “expansive” ! “expensive”?
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The paper describes a novel regression method to perform parameter inference for 
Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC). Several regression approaches have 
been developed for ABC including neural networks and various forms of linear 
regression. The authors propose to consider a random forest approach, which has 
been proposed by Meinshausen (2016) to perform quantile regression. The 
numerical implementation of ABC with random forest is based on the RANGER R 
package that provides a fast implementation of random forest for high-dimensional 
data. 
 
According to my reading of the manuscript, there are 3 main advantages when using 
random forest (RF) for parameter inference with ABC. The first advantage is that RF 
can handle many summary statistics and that dimension reduction is not needed 
because of attractive properties of RF. I perfectly understand this argument. However, 
I think that it is purely theoretical at the moment because the results do not provide 
support for this. Simulation results where uninformative summary statistics are added 
and where the properties of different ABC approaches (without dimension reduction) 
are compared may be worthwhile to report. 
 
The second advantage concerns the coverage properties obtained with random 
forests. If correct, 95% posterior credibility intervals (C.I.) should contain 95% of the 
parameter values used in simulations. Figure 5 shows that posterior C.I. obtained 
with rejection are too large compared to other methods. By contrast, C.I. obtained 
with regression methods have been shrunken. However, the shrinkage can be 
excessive for the smallest tolerance rates, with coverage values that can be equal to 
85% instead of the expected 95% value. The attractive property of RF is that C.I. 
have been shrunken but the coverage is of 100% resulting in a conservative decision 
about parameter values.  
 
The last advantage is that no hyperparameter should be chosen. It is a parameter 
free approach, which is desirable because of the difficulty of chosing an appropriate 
acceptance rate. 
 
The main drawback of the proposed approach concerns joint parameter inference. 
There are many settings where the joint parameter distribution is of interest and the 
proposed approach cannot provide joint posterior distribution. Estimating the 
covariance is not enough information because the joint posterior distribution may not 
be Gaussian. 
 
Except for my remark about dimension reduction, I have no other major remarks that 
should be addressed. The paper nicely shows that modern machine learning 
approaches are useful for ABC and more generally for parameter inference in 
ecology and evolution. My other remarks listed below are minor. 
 
Minor remarks 
*Please indicate, if you consider homoscedastic or heteroscedastic adjustments 
when considering regression adjustment approaches 
 
*It would nice in the R package to provide histograms or density distributions to 
visualize posterior distribution. Visualization routines are useful when performing data 
analysis. 



The paper “Saulnier, Emma, Olivier Gascuel, and Samuel Alizon. "Inferring 
epidemiological parameters from phylogenies using regression-ABC: A comparative 
study." PLoS computational biology 13.3 (2017): e1005416.” contains nice 
comparison results about accuracy of ABC estimators with regression adjustment.  It 
could be discussed or cited in the present ms.  
 
*Introduction  
“is based on the tool of random forests” ->“is based on random forests” 
I do not know what is the calibration side of RF and readers might not know either. 
 
*ABC for parameter inference section 
“calibration of the ABC algorithm” should be defined. It seems to me but I am not 
sure that the word calibration here refers to something different than the calibration of 
the posterior distribution. The same word should not be used with different meanings 
to avoid confusion.   
 
*Alternative variance approximation 
I do not understand the new approximation because I do not know what \tau_{oob} is. 
 
*A new R package 
“Out R library” -> “Our R library” ? 
 
*Results section 
“Ridge regression” ->“ridge regression” 
 
Figure S3 and corresponding text. Plotting cumulative distribution function is not 
suited to visualize differences between distributions. Density distribution functions 
should be preferred.  
 
Figure 3: The caption should contain more details to understand what boxplots 
represent.  
 
“greatly suffers” is not colloquial enough. 
 
*Discussion 
I would not mention the covariance approximation because it seems that it is still 
preliminary work. 
 
Uniformly optimal is difficult to understand without being defined.  
 
What are ancillary covariates? 
 
*References  
Please check the references 
Csillèry should be Csilléry, Blum M should be BLUM MGB, Maples is not the only 
author of his paper, Wright and Ziegler paper has now been published in Journal of 
Stat Software… 
 



Author's	Reply 
See next page 

 

 

 

 

	



Dear Dennis and Michael,

Thank you very much for the time invested by both of you in reviewing our
paper and for your useful comments. In the light of your remarks, we greatly
improved our manuscript. Please find below our response to your di↵erent
suggestions. We took the spelling or typographical remarks into account and
omitted to comment them.

Response to Dennis Prangle

Major comments:

1. I suggest a discussion of Papamakarios and Murray (2016). This recent
method also performs ABC-like inference using a machine learning regres-
sion method – neural networks – in place of nearest neighbours. It would
be interesting to discuss, at least briefly, the relative pros and cons of ran-
dom forests and neural networks in this setting. Two potential advantage
of neural networks are that they can produce an approximation of a multi-
variate posterior, and that they can, in theory, work with raw data without
requiring features to be proposed. (Although this seems hard to implement
in the genetics application.)

Thank you very much for this remark. The work of Papamakarios and
Murray (2016) is very interesting and promising. We now discuss/comment
this method in Section 4 of the manuscript (main text).

2. I’d like to see some discussion of the time required to fit the random forests
compared to ABC regression-adjustment methods.

Such a comparison has been added in Section 8 (supplementary material).

3. Section 3.3 discusses two tuning choices: number of simulations and num-
ber of trees. Another choice is the minimum leaf size - do you have any
comments on how this might a↵ect the method? One might think this in
some sense controls the level of approximation.

We now discuss this point in the Section 3.3 (“Practical recommendation”)
of the main text. The new Table 6 in the main text highlights that N

min

=
5 is a good choice.

4. The paper focuses on approximating univariate posteriors. Is there any
prospect of achieving multivariate posteriors – e.g. using multiple objective
random forests (Kocev et al., 2007)?

We now discuss this point in Section 4 (main text) and propose several
perspectives on how to use RF to possibly recover the joint posterior.

5. The paper nicely illustrates that the random forest posterior variance es-
timates tend to be biased upwards. I wonder if this is due to the random
selection of features for decision trees. That is, some trees will select less
informative features and so produce estimates biased towards the prior.
There might be some scope to avoid this using alternatives to random fea-
ture selection e.g. Bayesian additive regression trees, or boosted regression
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trees. This could be worth discussing (I’ll leave this to the discretion of
the authors.)

We might tentatively and verbally discuss that point but we prefer avoid-
ing speculative comments on an item which, although of interest for spe-
cialists, is in our opinion a bit under the scope of our work.

Minor comments:

1. Section 2.3.4: “This representation remains valid since the weights are
equal to zero when ⌘(y) 6= ⌘(y(t)) in the limiting case of exact ABC, namely
when only accepting parameter values for which the summary statistics
of simulated data are identical to the summary statistics of the observed
data.”
I didn’t understand this sentence - can you elaborate? In particular:

• What does “valid” refer to? (consistency as N ! 1?)

• What’s the relevance of exact ABC to the random forest method?

This part was indeed not clear at all. We reformulated it completely.
Thank you for pointing it out.

2. In Section 3, could you briefly mention the definition of normalised mean
absolute error. I’m not completely sure what normalisation would be used.

Precisions on the definition of normalised mean absolute error were added
in the new version of the manuscript.

3. In Section 3.2 you describe the demographic model. I suggest briefly men-
tioning the genetic model as well.

Thank you for this remark. We took it into account by adding a brief text
devoted to the algorithm of Hudson (2002) in the legend of Figure 4 (where
information regarding the demographic model was already provided).

4. Section 4. “The performances for covariance approximation are quite en-
couraging as well...” I suggest emphasising that all the details of this are
in the supplementary material.

Done.

5. Pg 18 - “quantile estimation is not uniformly optimal”. Does this mean
that regression correction is sometimes better? Which table/figure is this
referring to?

This part has been reformulated. By “uniformly” we meant depending on
the quantile probabilities, as we can see on Figure 2.

6. Supplementary material pg 1: I didn’t understand how “method 2” would
work. I suggest adding a brief description of it.

We developed the description of this part, hoping that it is now clearer.

7. Supplementary material pg 4: “maximum node size equal to 10”. I think
this should say “minimum node size”. Also on page 7 of the main paper
minimum node size was 5 why change to 10 here?
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This were mistakes that we have corrected in the new version of the
manuscript.

8. Supplementary material pg 4: Is multivariate ABC regression correction
used here, or is a single scalar parameter targeted as for the random forest
approach?

For local linear or ridge regression the corrections are univariate. That is
not the case for neural networks which, by construction, perform multi-
variate correction. This info has been included in the new version of the
manuscript.

Response to Michael Blum

Major comments:

1. According to my reading of the manuscript, there are 3 main advantages
when using random forest (RF) for parameter inference with ABC. The
first advantage is that RF can handle many summary statistics and that
dimension reduction is not needed because of attractive properties of RF.
I perfectly understand this argument. However, I think that it is purely
theoretical at the moment because the results do not provide support for
this. Simulation results where uninformative summary statistics are added
and where the properties of di↵erent ABC approaches (without dimension
reduction) are compared may be worthwhile to report.

Thank you very much for that judicious comment. On the human popu-
lation genetics example we added 20 independent uniform noisy variables
and found (as expected) that it does not impact the results in terms of
NMAE, coverage and parameter estimation. This new result is now re-
ported at the end of Section 3.2 (main text) as well as in several results
Tables and Figures.

2. The main drawback of the proposed approach concerns joint parameter
inference. There are many settings where the joint parameter distribution
is of interest and the proposed approach cannot provide joint posterior
distribution. Estimating the covariance is not enough information because
the joint posterior distribution may not be Gaussian.

Thank you for this comment also made by the other referee (Dennis Spran-
gle). We now discuss multidimensional posterior estimation in Section 4
(main text). In this new discussion paragraph, we introduce a way using
RF methodology to recover the joint posterior; this is still preliminary
work.

Minor comments:

1. Please indicate, if you consider homoscedastic or heteroscedastic adjust-
ments when considering regression adjustment approaches

Heteroscedastic adjustments have been used; now clarify this issue in Sec-
tion 3 (main text).
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2. It would nice in the R package to provide histograms or density distribu-
tions to visualize posterior distribution. Visualization routines are useful
when performing data analysis.

The densityPlot function provides a density estimation of the marginal
posterior distributions. We now explain how to use this function at the
end of the R script detailed in Section 3 (supplementary material).

3. The paper “Saulnier, Emma, Olivier Gascuel, and Samuel Alizon. Infer-
ring epidemiological parameters from phylogenies using regression-ABC: A
comparative study. PLoS computational biology 13.3 (2017): e1005416.”
contains nice comparison results about accuracy of ABC estimators with
regression adjustment. It could be discussed or cited in the present manuscript.

Thank you for that remark. We now cite and briefly discuss this paper in
Section 2.1 (main text).

4. Introduction
I do not know what is the calibration side of RF and readers might not
know either.

The calibration of RF refers to the choice of the tuning forest parameters:
the number of trees, the number of covariates sampled at each node, the
maximum leaf size. It is now further detailed and discussed in Section 3
(main text).

5. ABC for parameter inference Section “calibration of the ABC algorithm”
should be defined. It seems to me but I am not sure that the word calibra-
tion here refers to something di↵erent than the calibration of the posterior
distribution. The same word should not be used with di↵erent meanings
to avoid confusion.

In this paper, we did not mention the notion of calibration of posterior
distribution and by calibration we mean the tuning of the di↵erent algo-
rithm used. “calibration of the ABC algorithm” hence refers to the choice
of the tolerance ✏. This is specified all over the manuscript, especially in
the third paragraph of Section 2.1 (main text).

6. Alternative variance approximation I do not understand the new approxi-
mation because I do not know what ⌧

oob

is.

This is a commonly used notation in RF but there is no ⌧
oob

to estimate,
⌧̂
oob

designs the estimated posterior expectation using the out-of-bag ob-
servations of the di↵erent trees of the forest. This is already and clearly
specified in the manuscript.

7. Figure S3 and corresponding text. Plotting cumulative distribution func-
tion is not suited to visualize di↵erences between distributions. Density
distribution functions should be preferred.

We now represented the density distribution functions as you suggested,
thank you.

8. Figure 3: The caption should contain more details to understand what
boxplots represent.
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Done.

9. Discussion I would not mention the covariance approximation because it
seems that it is still preliminary work.

As suggested by Dennis Prangle, we mention that this point is now detailed
in the supplementary materials only.

10. Uniformly optimal is di�cult to understand without being defined. What
are ancillary covariates?

We rephrased this part to make it easier to understand.

11. References
Please check the references
Csillèry should be Csilléry, Blum M should be BLUM MGB, Maples is
not the only author of his paper, Wright and Ziegler paper has now been
published in Journal of Stat Software. . .

The list of reference has been checked and improved, thank you.
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